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PowerPoint Pro 
– Certification Quiz Questions 

Module 7 – Outside Tools, Add-Ins, VBA, and Macros 
 

1. Consider the VBA code shown below for the “Multi Shape Swap” macro taught in the 

course: 

 

 
 

You want to change this code to swap shapes based on their CENTER horizontal and 

MIDDLE vertical positions instead. Which of the following changes must you make in the 

code to support this? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 
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a. Replace the firstLeft and firstTop lines and save .shapeRange(1).Left +  

.shapeRange(1).Width / 2 and .shapeRange(1).Top + .shapeRange(1).Height / 2 

instead. 

 

b. Replace the firstLeft and firstTop lines and save .shapeRange(1).Left –  

.shapeRange(1).Width / 2 and .shapeRange(1).Top – .shapeRange(1).Height / 2 

instead. 

 

c. In the first case within the “For” loop, set .shapeRange(i).Left equal to .shapeRange(i 

+ 1).Left + .shapeRange(i + 1).Width / 2 – .shapeRange(i).Width / 2. 

 

d. In the first case within the “For” loop, set .shapeRange(i).Left equal to .shapeRange(i 

+ 1).Left – .shapeRange(i + 1).Width / 2 + .shapeRange(i).Width / 2. 

 

e. In the first case within the “For” loop, set .shapeRange(i).Top equal to .shapeRange(i 

+ 1).Top + .shapeRange(i + 1).Height / 2 – .shapeRange(i).Height / 2. 

 

f. In the first case within the “For” loop, set .shapeRange(i).Top equal to .shapeRange(i 

+ 1).Top – .shapeRange(i + 1).Height / 2 + .shapeRange(i).Height / 2. 

 

2. Consider the “Select by Same” macros, which accept a single shape selected by the user 

and then select everything else on the slide with matching attributes. 

 

For example, if the user selects a shape with a blue fill color and uses the macro, it will 

select all other shapes with blue fill colors on the same slide. 

 

As shown in the code excerpt below, there’s a strict check in the beginning to make sure 

only 1 shape is selected: 
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You want to REMOVE this check and allow the user to select MULTIPLE SHAPES when 

activating this macro. 

 

What is the most LOGICAL way to change the rest of the macro’s behavior so that it does 

what the user expects? 

 

a. Check all shapes in the selection and ensure they have the same values for the 

selected attribute (e.g., a blue fill color); if they do, select all shapes outside the 

selection that also have this same attribute. 

 

b. Make it an “any match” and select all shapes on the slide that match the selected 

attribute in *any* of the selected shapes (e.g., if some shapes have black borders 

and some have white borders, select all shapes with white OR black borders). 

 

c. Do what is described in answer B above, but make the macro loop through all the 

slides and select all the matching shapes in the entire presentation. 

 

d. Make it a “majority match” and select all shapes on the slide that match the *most 

common* attribute value in the selected shapes (e.g., if 5 / 7 shapes have black 

borders, select all other shapes on the slide with black borders). 

 

3. Consider the “Match Shape, Size, Type, and Format” macro, which picks up the properties 

of a shape, textbox, or line and changes everything else in the selection to match them. 
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As shown below, there’s a check in the beginning that allows ONLY a textbox, shape, or 

line for the “reference shape” (the first shape in the selection): 

 

 
 

You want to extend this macro so it works when the selection's first shape is a TABLE. 

What else do you have to change to support this extension? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. Add another condition to the If statement circled in red above, i.e., “Or 

refShape.HasTable.” 

 

b. Make a separate case (i.e., “ElseIf refShape.HasTable”) to handle the table, and 

within the “For Each” loop in this case, ignore non-table shapes. 

 

c. Within the helper subroutine (“ShapeChangeHelper”), make a separate case for 

tables that loops through the reference table and the current table and copies the 

formatting and borders of each corresponding cell. 

 

d. Within the helper subroutine (“ShapeChangeHelper”), change the height and width 

of the individual cells in the current table to match the corresponding ones in the 

reference table. 
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4. You are working on the helper subroutine (“ShapeChangeHelper”) for the “Match Shape, 

Size, Type, and Format” macro described in the previous question, but your current 

version does not work properly in all cases. 

 

Your code is shown below: 

 

 
 

Which of the following answer choices explain WHY this code does not work currently? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. You need to check if the current shape is grouped (“curShape.Type = msoGroup”) 

BEFORE checking to see if the current shape and the reference shape are both lines. 

 

b. In the first “If” statement, you cannot set the AutoShapeType of the current shape 

without making sure that the current shape and the reference shape are both “auto 

shapes” (“msoAutoShape”). 

 

c. The recursive call in the last “ElseIf” is incorrect because curShape.GroupItems is a 

collection of shapes, not a single shape, so it doesn’t match the subroutine input 

parameters. 
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d. In the last “ElseIf” statement, you might get an infinite loop because there might be 

unlimited “layers” of grouped shapes in PowerPoint. 

 

5. Consider the structure of the “Format Cycles” set of macros, where the user selects 

shapes on a specific slide/layout, and the VBA code uses Tags to store the name of the 

reference slide/layout and the unique ID of each “reference shape.” 

 

When applying the formats of these “reference shapes” to other shapes with “Toggle 

Format Cycles,” we loop through all the slides and layouts to find the reference 

slide/layout and the reference shape on that slide/layout, as outlined below: 

 

 
 

Your co-worker reviews this code and argues that it’s inefficient. He suggests storing the 

slide type (normal slide vs. layout) and the slide or layout number in Tags so that you do 

not have to loop through the entire presentation to find the reference slide/layout. 

 

Is this suggestion a GOOD idea? 
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(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. It is a good idea to store the slide or layout number because you can refer to the 

slide or layout quickly with its index number, while the slide/layout name does not 

let you make “quick references” in the same way. 

 

b. The current method is inefficient but storing the extra data in Tags is also inefficient 

because it takes extra time and resources to look up each Tag’s data. 

 

c. It is more efficient to store the reference slide type (normal slide vs. layout), so we 

could skip one of these “For Each” loops. 

 

d. Relying on ONLY the slide/layout index numbers is problematic because the user 

might rearrange the slides or layouts. 

 

e. The suggested approach here is more efficient, but it doesn’t matter much for 

normal-length presentations on modern hardware. 

 

6. Another co-worker reviews these “Format Cycle” macros and argues that they’re 

pointless because you could set the Theme Colors in the Slide Master to the ones you 

want and make all shapes in the presentation use these Theme Colors, as shown below: 
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With this method, you could update all the shape formatting at once from within the Slide 

Master by changing the colors. 

 

Is this co-worker correct about the usefulness of these macros? 

 

a. It depends on your presentation and how other formatting properties, such as 

borders and font colors, vary between different shapes. 

 

b. No, because fill colors are only a small part of the formatting; borders, font sizes, 

and font colors are also important. 

 

c. Yes, because by default, all shapes in PowerPoint use the same font color (white) 

and include solid borders, so the fill color is the most important part. 

 

d. No, because it takes several extra keystrokes to navigate to this area within the Slide 

Master, but you could activate the macro by pressing a single button. 
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7. Consider the “Distribute Shapes Horizontally Across Wider Shape” macro, which can 

automate “Ninja Lines” in some cases. 

 

An excerpt of the code is shown below: 

 

 
 

The macro works by finding the widest shape in the selection, deselecting it, sorting the 

smaller shapes by their Left positions, and changing each smaller shape’s Left position, so 

they’re separated by the same distance, starting from the Left edge of the widest shape. 

 

However, we could approach this macro differently by inserting actual “Ninja Lines” on 

the Left and Right edges of the widest shape and using PowerPoint’s built-in “Distribute 

Horizontally” command. 

 

Which of the following answers represent this modified method's CORRECT advantages 

and disadvantages? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 
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a. This method is likely more efficient because PowerPoint’s built-in Distribution 

commands do not necessarily “sort” the shapes like the current code does. 

 

b. This method is less robust because it doesn’t handle the case where some smaller 

shapes are not “encompassed” within the wider shape. 

 

c. With this method, it’s impossible to error-check by comparing the total width of all 

the smaller shapes to the width of the widest shape. 

 

d. With this method, we do not have to deselect and reselect the widest shape, which 

speeds up the macro execution. 

 

e. This method works even when the smaller shapes’ vertical positions differ, i.e., they 

are not all lined up in a straight row. 

 

8. As part of the “Drawing Guide” alignment and distribution macros, the 

“FindClosestGuide” helper function loops through the slide-level Drawing Guides, the 

Guides on the active slide’s custom layout, and the Guides on the “Office Theme Slide 

Master” layout and adds all the Guides to a single array. 

 

You can see the main loops of the code below: 
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Once these Guides are in a single array, the code loops through them and finds the Guide 

closest to the selected shapes' left, top, right, or bottom edge. 

 

You want to change this function so that it never adds the 3 different types of Guides to a 

single array and instead loops through each set of Guides sequentially. 

 

What else do you have to change to support this approach? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. You no longer have to loop through all the slides and layouts to find the currently 

active one via a slide/layout name match. 
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b. You do not need the 3 separate cases for an active normal slide vs. a layout vs. a 

Parent layout. 

 

c. You do not need to compare the selected shapes' left, top, bottom, or right edges to 

every drawing guide when you loop through the sets of Guides sequentially like this. 

 

d. You have to add “tracker” variables that store the closest Drawing Guide and the 

distance between it and the left, top, bottom, or right edge of the shapes after 

looping through each set of Guides. 

 

e. You should make the code to find the closest Drawing Guide into a separate function 

and call it in place of the “AddGuidesToTotal” function calls above. 

 

9. Consider the “UserForm” that’s part of the “Table of Contents” macro (shown below): 

 

 
 

This form accepts user input for the custom layout used for the Section Dividers and the 

custom layout used for the Table of Contents slide. 

 

To prevent the user from entering nonsensical values, you’ve limited their input options 

with the fmStyleDropDownList “style” for the drop-down menus, as shown below: 
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Will these constraints prevent all possible errors in the macro? 

 

(This question has multiple correct answers. To earn this point, you must select the 

CORRECT answers and NO INCORRECT answers.) 

 

a. No, because the user might have a presentation with no custom layouts besides the 

“Office Theme Slide Master,” so the drop-down menus will be blank. 

 

b. No, because you need to check upfront that the “Table of Contents” layout has a 

blank textbox or text Placeholder. 

 

c. No, because the user could potentially close the UserForm window without selecting 

anything for the layouts. 

 

d. No, because the user might have a presentation that does not use the “Section 

Marker” layouts for any slides, so the Table of Contents will be blank. 

 

10. In the “Change Languages” macro, a helper function loops through all the shapes within 

the slides, layouts, notes, and handout/title/note masters and takes different actions. 

 

The code for Grouped Shapes vs. SmartArt vs. Tables vs. Shapes/Textboxes is below: 
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Does this code correctly handle these 4 cases? 

 

a. It does not handle the case where you have grouped tables with non-table shapes. 

 

b. It does not handle default language changes for lines, images, or Excel objects 

because they all lack text frames. 

 

c. It does not handle tables that are within the cells of other tables. 

 

d. It does not handle SmartArt nodes that might be parents to other SmartArt nodes in 

a nested structure. 

 

11. You’ve written an initial version of the “Table to Shapes” macro, which takes a SINGLE 

table and converts each cell into a rectangular shape with the same formatting, 

dimensions, and text and puts it in the same position as the original table cell. 
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Your code is shown below, and the most relevant part is circled in red: 

 

 
 

Why will this code NOT work properly for all types of tables? 

 

a. This code will not work for tables with merged cells because merged cells are stored 

separately from normal ones, and this code does not check for them. 

 

b. This code will not work for tables with blank cells because the 

TextFrame.TextRange.Text reference will generate an error message when the table 

cell has no text. 

 

c. This code will not work for tables for merged cells because when it encounters a 

merged cell, it will create duplicate shapes since merged cells are stored as separate 

table cells with the same Top/Left positions. 
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d. This code will not work for tables with cells containing something *other* than text, 

such as images or Excel objects, because images and objects will not be copied over 

to the new shape correctly. 

 

12. You are working on the “Copy and Paste Table Formatting” macros. 

 

The current version of your code is shown below, with the part that is relevant to this 

question circled in red: 

 

 
The circled segment of the code handles the case where the table we’re pasting INTO has 

more rows than the table we’re copying FROM (e.g., the reference table has 5 rows, but 

the current table has 7 rows). 

 

You want to change this behavior so that instead of copying and pasting down the 

formats of the last matching row – copying the formats of row 5 into rows 6 and 7 – it 

starts in the FIRST ROW of the table and copies the formats from there, moving down to 

row #2, row #3, etc. 
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How should you change the code circled in red to accomplish this? 

 

a. Change the “i – 1” references in the two subroutine calls to “1” instead. 

 

b. Change the “i – 1” references in the two subroutine calls to i – 

refTableShape.Table.Rows.Count instead. 

 

c. Change the “i – 1” references in the two subroutine calls to i – 

curTableShape.Table.Rows.Count instead. 

 

d. Change the “i – 1” references in the two subroutine calls to i – 

refTableShape.Table.Rows.Count + 1 instead. 
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